
Pandy’s Meadowlands Selections for Saturday, July 22 

Note: My odds-line for my top four contenders is based on what I think each horse’s chances 

are to win the race. For instance, if I make a horse 4-1, I think the horse’s chances of winning 

are about 20%, so if the same exact race was run ten times, he’d win it twice. If I make all of 

the horses about the same odds, that’s an indication that I think the race is wide open, or that 

I can’t pinpoint a horse that appears to have a clear edge.  

Meadowlands Race Picks 

by Bob Pandolfo 

RACE 1 

9 I’M BURLINGTON N 7-2 

6 YER SO BAD 2-1 

8 CLAYTONS BETTOR N 7-2 

1 SKYWAY BILLY 4-1 

I’M BURLINGTON N had a tough first over trip against a much better field in last, beat similar with this 

driver two back…YER SO BAD won two straight then had no shot behind breakers in last…CLAYTONS 

BETTOR N is the main speed again and a threat to wire these…SKYWAY BILLY had no shot in last, prior 

form was sharp and he has a good chance for a pocket trip in this amateur driver pace.  

RACE 2 

4 PASS THE DREAM 7-2 

1 ODDS ON SELENIUM 2-1 

7 LORRIANE J 5-1 

3 GEITA 6-1 

PASS THE DREAM took some money in debut but broke. Zeron chose this one over the 7 and I’ll give her 

the edge in a tricky race…ODDS ON SELENIUM had a good pocket trip through moderate fractions and was 

second in debut for good barn…LORRAINE N left the gate in both starts, chased and tired but seems like a 

good fit in this field, which doesn’t seem that strong…GEITA set the pace and gave way in debut over a 

sloppy track; could improve.  

RACE 3 

1 BETTER IS NICE 3-5 

2 CAVIART JUSTICE 9-5 

5 ENDOFSTORY 10-1 

4 ARBITRAGE HANOVER 12-1 

BETTER IS NICE was 3/5 in his debut but they decided to race from off the pace and he had no shot but 

he raced very well – he floated out of the gate and was actually four to five wide into the turn, settled in 

6th in the six horse field, made a nice first over move around the turn and finished gamely pacing his last 

half in just over :54 seconds. This looks like a nice prospect for the Alagna barn but you’ll be lucky to get 

3-5…CAVIART JUSTICE made two moves to the early lead, set a comfortable pace and looked good 

winning and beating Better Is Nice. This has the look of a two-horse race. We’ll find out which colt is 

better here, at least at this point in their careers.  

RACE 4 

3 ODDS ON STENO 9-5 

2 LOVEVOLUTION 6-5 

5 PULP FICTION 5-2 

4 MARY OF BETHANY 9-2 



ODDS ON STENO finished second in her debut but did get a little steppy nearing the wire; she could 

improve…LOVEVOLUTION is now 2 for 2 after wiring the field in her local debut and she held off the top 

pick pretty easily and looked professional…PULP FICTION is the other filly trained by Michael Hall and she 

was an easy winner in debut. The difference in final times might not mean that much because the 2, 3, 

and 4 raced on fast tracks while Pulp Fiction raced on a sloppy track later in the card…MARY OF BETHANY 

raced okay chasing Loverevolution in debut, needs to show more tonight, but could for Burke. 

 

RACE 5 

3 MR THREE OF FIVE 6-5 

1 WISH YOU WELL 2-1 

5 BONAPARTE 7-2 

7 DIVINE COSMO 5-1 

RACE 6 

6 SEVEN OVER* 6-1 

1 LITTLE EXPENSIVE 8-5 

3 EXCALIBUR BI 2-1 

4 KHAOSAN ROAD 5-2 

SEVEN OVER seemed to be improving when he was able to stay flat but broke stride in his next two starts, 

now makes his first start for the Engblom barn off a pretty good qualifier and picks up Dunn…LITTLE 

EXPENSIVE comes off a blowout career best mile…EXCALIBUR BI beat similar two back then was empty 

against a much better field in last…KHAOSAN ROAD has been racing well in PA sire stakes and has a shot 

here.  

RACE 7 

7 REACTOR NOW A 2-1 

6 HAMMERING HANK 2-1 

5 COPPER TEEN 4-1 

1 MARCUS SEELSTER 5-1 

REACTOR NOW A had a tough parked-out trip against faster horses in his U.S. debut and should be tighter 

tonight…HAMMERING HANK is always grinding on the outside but hasn’t been able to seal the deal, now 0 

for 14 over the last two years…COPPER TEEN ships in from Yonkers and fits well here…MARCUS SEELSTER 

come off a nice race where he left in :26.3, set the pace, and missed by a head with a paired-up :26.3 

final quarter; steps up two classes here but he finished second at this level three starts back.  

RACE 8 

9 ARI FERRARI J 7-5 

5 CHALLENGER 5-1 

7 HERODOTUS 5-1 

1 SAINT LOUIE 5-1 

ARI FERRARI J has been racing well against better, edge despite post. After him, a few of these trotters 

seem closely matched.  

RACE 9 

7 ALLYWAG HANOVER 3-5 

6 SPORT SECRET 10-1 

4 EARLY ACTION 10-1 

2 BILLY CLYDE 9-2 

ALLYWAG HANOVER left, yielded, chased a torrid pace and lost by 3 lengths in the Haughton Final last 

week. He’s been a beaten favorite in two of his four starts this year but he won’t have to be his best to 

beat these…SPORT SECRET finished well in his first start over this track…EARLY ACTION left, tucked, was 



shuffled, finished willingly in last from post 10…BILLY CLYDE did stay flat last week, which is a good sign. 

He’s capable on one of his better efforts.   

RACE 10 

3 RAILEE SOMETHING 8-5 

2 FASHION ANNIE 5-2 

6 ROYAL FILLY 4-1 

5 ANGELPEDIA 5-2 

RACE 11 

6 ITSALLABOUTFAITH N 7-5 

9 MR IBIZA N 5-2 

2 BOBCAT BAY 3-1 

1 LOVE YOUR WORK A 6-1 

ITSALLABOUTFAITH N shows two sharp preps for U.S. debut for a barn that has a good history with these 

down under imports, draws inside of the other import…MR IBIZA N also qualified sharp twice for his U.S. 

debut…BOBCAT BAY drops to a level where he’s raced well…LOVE YOUR WORK A rallied from a tough spot 

in last.  

RACE 12 

6 WALNER PAYTON 4-5 

5 BLONDE BOMBSHELL 3-1 

4 KARABOUDJAN 9-2 

3 LILLEHAMMER HALL 8-1 

RACE 13 

3 TRANS MEANIE 8-5 

7 NITE TIME DEAL 2-1 

2 I’LL BE MYSELF 7-2 

4 ALLAMBIE A 5-1 

RACE 14 

2 STRAIGHT TALK 7-5 

1 AUSSIE HANOVER 2-1 

7 SHORE OF HIMSELF 5-1 

4 BLUE OCEAN 6-1 

STRAIGHT TALK had post 9 in his last two starts, tough trip in last; takes a key drop…AUSSIE HANOVER 

also takes a key drop; he’s not exactly a win machine, 1 for 16 over this track, but he did race well 

against some better fields…SHORE OF HIMSELF hasn’t hit the board in five trips over this track and was 

dull in last at Pocono, but he drops…BLUE OCEAN best needed.  

BEST BET: SEVEN OVER 6th Race 

 


